
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

July 6, 2012 
 
 
 
 
MEMORANDUM TO: Chairman Jaczko 
 Commissioner Svinicki 
 Commissioner Apostolakis 
 Commissioner Magwood 
 Commissioner Ostendorff 
 
FROM: R. W. Borchardt /RA by Mike Johnson for/ 
 Executive Director for Operations 
 
SUBJECT: REPORT ON EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCIES GAINED AS A 

RESULT OF DESIGNATING THE OFFICE OF NEW REACTORS AS 
A LEAD RULEMAKING OFFICE 

 
 
The purpose of this memorandum is to provide the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 
with a report on the effectiveness and efficiencies gained as a result of designating the Office of 
New Reactors (NRO) as a lead rulemaking office. 
 
In COMSECY-09-0003, “Designation of the Office of New Reactors as Lead Office for New and 
Advanced Reactor-Related Rulemakings,” dated February 4, 2009 (Agencywide Documents 
Access and Management System (ADAMS) Accession No. ML082750224), the staff requested 
that the Commission approve the designation of NRO as the lead office for design certification 
(DC) and other rulemaking activities related to new and advanced reactors.  In its staff 
requirements memorandum (SRM) to COMSECY-09-0003, dated February 27, 2009 (ADAMS 
Accession No. ML090580508), the Commission approved the designation of NRO as a lead 
rulemaking office.  That SRM also required that, after completion of the next rulemaking in NRO, 
the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) and NRO should report on any increases in 
effectiveness and efficiency gained as a result of this designation. 
 
Since being designated as a lead rulemaking office, NRO has taken lead responsibility for a 
number of significant rulemaking projects.     
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These rulemakings include the following: 
 

• Consideration of Aircraft Impacts for New Nuclear Power Reactors (final rule only) 

• U.S. Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) Aircraft Impact Design Certification 
Amendment 

• AP1000 Design Certification Amendment 

• Economic Simplified Boiling-Water Reactor (ESBWR) Design Certification 

• Requirements for Maintenance of Inspections, Tests, Analyses, and Acceptance 
Criteria 

 
NRO also plans to lead a number of other rulemakings for initial and renewed design 
certifications (DCs), clarifying requirements for reporting of defects and noncompliance, and 
nuclear power reactor radioactive effluent limits. 
 
The following describes NRO’s effectiveness and efficiency as a lead rulemaking office, and any 
corresponding effects on NRR’s effectiveness and efficiency.  For the purpose of this paper, 
effectiveness is a measure of the applicable office’s ability to manage rulemakings while also 
maintaining its programmatic business line metrics at an acceptable level.  Efficiency is a 
measure of the actual execution time and expenditure of resources to manage rulemakings as 
compared to the planned project schedule and budgeted resources.   
 
This memorandum focuses on several of the key points made in COMSECY-09-0003 that 
formed the rationale that NRO be designated as a lead rulemaking office.  These key points are 
compared to practical experience with new reactor rulemakings in order to determine whether 
the designation resulted in any increase in effectiveness or efficiency. 
 
Management of changing schedules and priorities 
 
In COMSECY-09-0003, the staff recognized that schedules and activities related to DC and 
combined license (COL) reviews were subject to changes that in turn could affect project and 
resource priorities.  Since being designated as a lead rulemaking office, NRO has issued one 
final rule (for aircraft impact assessments), two proposed and final DC amendment rules (for the 
ABWR and AP1000 designs) and one proposed initial DC rule (for the ESBWR design).  These 
rulemakings encountered numerous technical, administrative, and policy challenges during their 
promulgation. These challenges included significant schedule pressure, many public comments 
requiring responses, late design changes, and frequent adjustments to the AP1000 amendment 
rulemaking package due to the events at Fukushima Dai-ichi.  Because NRO managed these 
rulemakings, it was able to focus attention on its priorities, schedules, and availability of staff to 
support DC and COL schedules.  Consequently, NRR was able to maintain its focus on the 
operating reactors business line, including Fukushima Dai-ichi actions, without unnecessary 
distractions from NRO’s new reactors business line.  Both offices’ business lines were able to 
meet their programmatic measures while managing changes in schedules and priorities.  Given 
this, the staff believes it is more effective if NRO and NRR each manage any rulemakings that 
support their respective business lines. 
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NRO has effectively delivered proposed and final rules within project schedules and budgets, 
excluding any adjustments for delays that were outside of its control.  In two examples, NRO 
managed the ABWR and AP1000 DC amendment rulemakings by publishing them and 
delivering them to the Commission ahead of schedule.  The ABWR DC amendment rulemaking 
was also completed under budget.   
 
A particularly noteworthy example of this success was the AP1000 DC amendment rulemaking.  
Despite challenges driven by the unprecedented number of Fukushima-related public comments 
received on the final rule, as well as late design changes, and determining how to properly 
disposition late-breaking public comments and petitions, the AP1000 rulemaking was delivered 
ahead of the final schedule.  This was achieved using the streamlined rulemaking process (see  
SECY-09-0018, Streamlining Design Certification Rulemakings, dated January 30, 2009), 
together with heightened support from OGC.  This resulted in a finished product within a 
compressed schedule without adversely affecting either offices’ business lines.  Additionally, 
NRO-centric management of the AP1000 streamlined rulemaking allowed enhanced intra-office 
coordination with other NRO efforts including safety evaluation reviews and combined license 
reviews from applicants referencing the amended AP1000 design.   
 
Staff management of these rulemakings under the direction and control of business line 
management provided the flexibility to adjust to rapidly changing schedule and scope of 
rulemaking projects, particularly for DC reviews.  This separation of responsibilities allows both 
NRO and NRR to focus on their respective applicants and licensees to maximize their 
respective offices’ resources, expertise, and priorities. 
 
Elimination of duplication of effort 
 
In COMSECY-09-0003, the staff recognized that it could eliminate duplications of effort by 
coordinating the following:  (1) requests for reviews and concurrence; (2) tracking and reporting 
of progress; and (3) attendance at meetings.  NRO managed three DC rulemaking projects and 
three other rulemakings independent of NRR’s rulemaking project management staff.  Because 
of NRO’s independence from NRR, these rulemakings did not require extensive coordination 
with or concurrence from NRR project managers, technical staff or management; nor did they 
require duplicative use of administrative support staff.  Because these rulemakings did not need 
NRR coordination and concurrence, both NRR and NRO were more efficient.  NRR did not need 
to expend resources to participate in these rulemaking working groups or perform staff and 
management reviews and concurrences on these rulemakings. 
 
In COMSECY-09-0003, the staff stated that NRO has the necessary licensing, technical, and 
project management experience to be able to manage new and advanced reactor rulemakings.  
Since being designated as a lead rulemaking office, NRO has further developed its core group 
of staff with expertise in new and advanced reactors rulemaking and guidance, in addition to its 
licensing, technical, and project management staff.  With these two sets of specialized expertise 
in the same organization, NRO can promulgate these rulemakings using optimized resources 
under aggressive schedules. 
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Infrastructure 
 
In COMSECY-09-0003, the staff stated that NRO planned to build its rulemaking infrastructure, 
including office instructions and document templates, similar to that of NRR.  By doing so, NRO 
was consistent with NRR in its rulemaking practices, and that consistency is maintained through 
the NRC’s Rulemaking Coordinating Committee.  Further, NRO has a well established project 
management infrastructure for managing DC and COL projects, and uses those same tools to 
track and report its schedule progress and resource usage.  It also uses Microsoft Project to 
manage the detailed project schedules and SharePoint to enhance the collaboration of the 
rulemaking working group.  The use of SharePoint allows for online collaboration on project 
documents and the ability to track project task completion, among other benefits.  NRO has 
developed a rulemaking office instruction similar to that of NRR.  As a result, NRO has the 
necessary infrastructure tools to manage its rulemakings that support the new reactor business 
line.  Some of those same tools are also used by NRR in managing rulemakings that support 
the operating reactor business line. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The delegation of NRO as a lead rulemaking office is beneficial to NRR and NRO because it 
allows each office to maintain its focus on the business line for which it is responsible without 
unnecessary distractions or other conflicts in priorities, resources, or schedules.  As a result, the 
offices can manage their business lines more effectively and efficiently. 
 
cc: SECY 
 OGC 
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